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Let G be a discrete locally compact abelian group. Let (X&G be a q-variate 
weakly stationary stochastic process indexed by elements g of G. A. N. 
Kolmogorov, P. Masani, H. Salehi and others have derived numerous results 
on the minimality and interpolation of random processes indexed by the integers. 
The main efforts of this work are to derive similar results for multivariate pro- 
cesses indexed by the group G. Although the ideas and concepts used here are 
similar to the ones used earlier by other authors, some of the techniques are 
different, since the integers are ordered and singly generated, whereas an 
arbitrary group need not be. Results such as Kolmogorov’s Minimality Theorem, 
the Wold Decomposition Theorem, the Wold-Cram& Concordance Theorem 
and several theorems on interpolation of (X&G are obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of minimality for a q-variate weakly stationary stochastic 
process (WSSP) indexed by integers was considered by Masani [6]. In this 
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paper Masani gave an interesting characterization for the full-rank minimality of 
a WSSP over the integers, in terms of its spectral distribution. Later Salehi [ 151, 
using the notion of the generalized inverse of a matrix, extended Masani’s result 
on minimality to cover the non-full rank case. Salehi obtained his extension of 
Masani’s work by considering a more general problem, namely, the problem of 
interpolation of a q-variate WSSP over the integers. {In connection with inter- 
polation theory one can find interesting results in [l I] and [12] but from a 
different standpoint.} 
The idea of having a process indexed by the elements of a group, instead of 
integers, has attracted the attention of several mathematicians. Wang-shou 
Jen [19] considered a univariate WSSP indexed by the lattice points of the plane. 
Salehi [17] has discussed both the problems of minimality and interpolation for a 
WSSP indexed by the lattice points of k-dimensional Euclidean space. Also 
Bruckner [2] has studied the questions of minimality and interpolation of 
univariate WSSP over a locally compact abelian group (LCAG). But his paper 
contains several obscurities as the earlier work of Rozanov [ 1 I] on processes over 
the integers and the very recent work of Scheidt [18] on processes indexed by 
elements of a LCAG indicate. Other aspects of a WSSP over a LCAG G are 
studied in [lo]. 
In this paper the questions of minimality and interpolation of q-variate 
WSSP’s over a LCAG are studied. Motivated by the work in [15] and [17] we 
will establish several results on minimality and interpolation of q-variate WSSP’s 
over a LCAG. Although many of our ideas and concepts are similar to the ones 
used in [I51 and [17], some of the techniques used here are different, since the 
lattice points of the k-dimensional Euclidean space can be ordered and are 
finitely generated, whereas an arbitrary group need not be. With reference to 
this background, we may summarize the contents of this paper. 
Section 2 will be devoted to the preliminary work on q-variate WSSP’s over 
a LCAG G. The concepts of singularity and regularity for a q-variate WSSP 
over G with respect to (w.r.t.) a given family of subsets of G are introduced. We 
then prove a Wold decomposition theorem for WSSP’s over G w.r.t. a family of 
subsets of G which is closed under translations. 
Throughout Sections 3-5, it is assumed that G is a discrete LCAG. In 
Section 3 we will discuss the Kolmogorov minimality problem and the Wold- 
Cramer concordance theorem w.r.t. $s, consisting of the family of complements 
of singletons of G, for a p-variate WSSP over G. We then deduce several results 
on singularity and regularity of a p-variate WSSP over G w.r.t. $O. Section 4 
will be on interpolation of a q-variate WSSP over a discrete LCAG G w.r.t. 
a fixed finite set J of II + 1 elements of G. Again a theorem on the Wold-Cramer 
concordance w.r.t. 3n, the family of al1 translates of the complements of 1, 
and several results on singularity and regularity of a g-variate WSSP are estab- 
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lished. In Section 5 we will obtain similar results to those of Section 4 for & , 
the family of complements of finite sets of G. In each of these Sections (3-5) 
we will specialize our results to processes indexed by the integers where the 
notions of the “past” and “past and future” make sense. Here analytic conditions 
are given in order that the “infinite past” and the “infinite past and future” 
of the process are the same. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Boldface letters x, y, etc., will denote q-dimensional column vectors with 
complex components Xi , yi , etc. ; boldface latters A, B, etc. will denote q x q 
matrices with complex entries u,~ , bii , etc. and boldface letters F, G, etc. will 
denote q x q matrix-valued functions. The symbols T, *, will be reserved for 
the trace and adjoint of matrices. 1 A IE will denote the Euclidean norm of A. 
Let X be a complex Hilbert space with inner product (,) and norm 1 /. Xp 
will denote the Cartesian product of Z with itself q times. Addition of vectors in 
&‘g and multiplication by q x q complex-valued matrices are defined as usual. 
To make XQ serviceable in prediction theory, we must endow it with a gram 
matricial structure, as noted in [20]. For x = (x& and y = (y&i in Zp, 
we define the Gramian of x and y by (x, y) = [(xi , yi)], 1 < i,j < q, where 
(xi , yi) is the inner product of Xi and yi in X. In .X* we introduce the scalar 
inner product and norm by ((x, y)) = T(X, y), 11 x Ij = 1/;(x, x). With this 
inner product Yg becomes a Hilbert space over the ring of q x q matrices. For 
the material on Xp relevant to our work we refer the reader to [ZO]. 
Let G be a locally compact abelian group (LCAG) and G* the dual group of G. 
Then G* is also a LCAG under the compact-open topology. We will denote the 
elements of G by g and those of G* by h. The value of h E G* at g E G will be 
denoted by (g, h). The Bore1 field &? of G is the u-field generated by the open 
subsets of G. Similarly, &@*, the Bore1 field of G*, is defined. It is well known 
that G is discrete if and only if G* is compact. Furthermore, it is known that 
there exists a (regular) Haar measure m defined on a*. Without loss of generality, 
when G is discrete, we will assume m(G*) = I. 
We now give the definition of a q-variate stationary random process over G. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (a) A q-variate mean continuous weakly stationary 
stochastic process (WSSP) over a LCAG G (under the operation +) is a function 
(XJWG such that 
(i) x, E Xq for each g E G (X is a fixed Hilbert space) 
(ii) the q x p Gramian matrix (x, , xe’) = I’(g - g’) depends only on 
g - B’. 
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(iii) (x, - x,’ , x, - x,,) -+ 0 asg - g’ ---f 0 (mean continuity). 
(b) The q-dimensional temporal domain ‘9.& of a q-variate WSSP (x,),,~; is 
the closed subspace of &“g spanned by the x, E JF, g E G with q x q matrix 
coefficients. 
(4 Let (x,),~G and (Y&G be &+-valued WSSP’s. We say that (x&o and 
(YAIEC are mutually stationarily correlated if (x, , y,‘) depends only on g - g’. 
The following is contained in [lo] and will be stated here for completeness. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (x&o ,..., (y&o be Y&valued WSSP’s which are mutually 
stationarily correlated. Then there exists a strongly continuous group of unitary 
OP~ators W,>,,G on Z such that for each g E G, we have 
xg = u&J ,...I yg = UgY, , 
where U, is the inflation of U, to Xq [18]. 
We shall now recall the generalization of Stone’s theorem and of Bochner’s 
theorem [lo]. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Stone). Let (U&o be a weakly continuous family of unitary 
operators on a Hilbert space SF over a LCAG G. Then there exists a unique spectral 
measure E(.) deji ne d on the Bore1 subsets of the dual group G* such that 
THEOREM 2.4 (Bochner). (a) f  is a continuous positive de$nite complex-valued 
function on the LCAG G if and only if there exists a bounded nonnegative regular 
measure m on the Bore1 subsets .P of the dual group G* such that for all g E G 
f(g) = jGI (g, 4 m(W* 
(b) I f  for all g E G, 
I,, (g, 8m(4 = s,, (g, 4~(4~ 
where m and u are bounded complex-valued regular measures on S?*, then m = TV. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let (x,),,G be an #g-valued WSSP over a LCAG G with 
the shift group (U,),,, . Let E(.) be the spectral measure of (U&o defined on 
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the Bore1 field a* for the Hilbert space &’ and E( .) be the inflation of E( .) to 
Zg. Then: 
(a) The nonnegative, hermitian 4 x 4 matrix-valued function 
F(B) = (E(B) xo > xo), BEg*, 
is called the spectral distribution of the WSSP (x&c . 
(b) The derivative of the absolutely continuous component of F in the 
Cramer decomposition of F, Theorem 2.7, w.r.t. the Haar measure m will be 
called the spectral density of (x,&c . It will be denoted by F’. 
(c) L,(G*, a*, F) will denote the space of 4 x 4 matrix-valued functions 
9 on G* for which sG* Cp dF a* exists [9]. 
For Q1, Y in L&G*, %*, F) we write 
(a~), Y),i = j,, #dF Y*. 
We quote the following theorem [lo]. 
THEOREM 2.6. With the above setting we have 
(a) L,(G*, 9?*, F) is a Hilbert space over the ring of q x q matrices with 
inner product 7(., *)r . 
(b) Let S = (y E &‘g : y = so* *E(dX) x0, Q, E Ls(G*, 6@*, F)>. Then the 
correspondence 
m--t s *PI EW xoG* 
is an isometry on L,(G*, g*, F) onto S. 
The following, a finite dimensional Cramer decomposition theorem, can be 
easily proved. This theorem was proved by Cramer in [3] for the case G is the 
real numbers and goes by his name. 
THEOREM 2.7 (CramCr decomposition). Let F be the spectral distribution 
associated with the AC’-valued WSSP (x,),,~ where G is a LCAG. Let m be the 
Haar measure on ?3’*, the family of Bore1 sets of G*. Then 
F = F” + Fs, 
where Fa < m, Fs 1 m, and both Fa and F” are nonnegative hermitian. {Fa << m 
means each component ei of Fa is absolutely continuous w.r.t. m and Fs 1 m means 
each component F& of F” is singular w.r.t. m>. This decomposition is unique. 
We will now introduce some new notations. 
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Not&ions 2.8. Let 9 be any family of subsets of G. Let I be an arbitrary 
element of 4: and (x,),,o be an Zg-valued WSSP over G. 
(i) We will let %X1,, denote (5(x,, g E I); i.e., the closed subspace of %‘I 
spanned by xg , g E I using q x q matrix coefficients. 
(ii) We will let 9X$,, = &,/ ‘3311,, .
The following definition is a generalization of the concept of rank given by 
Wiener and Masani [20]. 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let I C G and g E G. Then the rank of the Xg-valued 
wssp w,,c with respect to I and g, denoted by pr,s , is defined to be the rank 
of the Gramian matrix of x, - (x, 1 9JII,,) (see footnote 1) with itself; i.e., 
pr,g = ran&, - (x, I W,,), x, - (x, I ‘%,,N. 
We introduce here the following definitions which arose in this study [2, 18,201. 
DEFINITION 2.10. Let 9 be a family of subsets of G. Then 
(i) An *Q-valued WSSP (x0, g E G) is called $-singular if for all 
I EY, 9X,,, = $%RJJz,; i.e. YJI$,, = !JJ& . 
(ii) An **-valued WSSP (x,),,o is called Y-regular if mm,,, = (0). 
We will now prove a Wold decomposition theorem for a q-variate WSSP over 
a LCAG. The univariate version of this theorem is stated in [2] and [18]. First 
we will state an important basic lemma. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let V be an isometry on 8 into 2, ‘9X be a subspace of X, 
vx = y, vm = 9l. Then V(x j IXJZ) = (y 1%). 
Proof. x=(x~‘#)+x,,y=Vx=V(xj‘2JU1)+Vx,,henceV(x~~)=(yj%) 
since Vx, is orthogonal to ‘%. 
DEFINITION 2.12. Let (x&o and (y,&o be Z*-valued WSSP’s over G, 
a LCAG. Let 9 be any family of nonempty subsets of G. Then (y&o is said 
to be Y-subordinate to (x&e if 
(4 (x,),,c and (YA~.G are mutually stationarily correlated; 
(ii) IIJZ,,, C %RIJzI,, for all I E 4; 
(iii) 9JIgz, C9JIm, . 
Footnote 1: (x 1 m) stands for the orthogonal projection of x onto the subspace 9X [20]. 
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THEOREM 2.13 (Wold decomposition). Let S be any family of nonempty 
subsets of G, a LCAG closed under translations. Let (x,&o be an 8’q-valued 
WSSP over G. Then there exists a unique decomposition of (x&o with respect to Y 
in the form 
x, = Y, + w, 3 
where 
(9 (YAEC mui b%)SEG are 2%valued WSSP’s on G; 
(ii) (Y&~~G and (w&o are .9-subordinate to (x&o; 
(iii) (y&o and (w&o are orthogonal; i.e., (yO , w,~) = 0 for any g, g’ E G; 
(iv> (YgLO is J-regular; (wJIEG is Y-singular. 
Proof. Let (U,),,, be the group of unitary operators on .~?q associated with 
(%hEG ’ It is easy to show that U,rm,,, = mx,= and hence U,(%lI$,,) = 9Xs,z 
for all g E G. Let w, = (x, 1 ‘%X1,,,) and y, = x, - w, for all g E G. Obviously 
for each g E G, x, = w, + y0 . By Lemma 2.11 (w&o and (y&C are WSSP’s 
with the same shift group (U,),,, . From w, E rOr,,, C !DII,, it follows that 
6TJh.c is $-subordinate to (xo)oEc . This fact also implies that (y&o is 
$-subordinate to (x,),,~ . Clearly Y.Rl,, = G(w, + ys , g E I) C ‘9lI~,, + %R1,g . 
But ‘WY,, and ‘9JII,, C YJI,,, hence 
m,, = w,, + m,, > Is9 
WY-.2 I m,, * 
(1) 
Note that xg = w, + y, E rrJz,,, + ~XI,, , WI,, I mDz,, . Therefore %X1,, C 
9X,,, + 2X1,, . Since lDzI,, and 2X1,, _C %X1,, we have 
From (1) and (2) we obtain 
Relation (3) shows that (w&o is $-singular. But %R$,, C %R~,, = ‘$I#,, and 
rol,,, I mx,w - We conclude that (y&o is $-regular. 
We remark that for any decomposition of (x&o into (yJPEG and (w&~ 
satisfying conditions (i)-(iv), we have that mm,,, = ‘911x,, . This relation makes 
the decomposition unique. 
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3. MINIMALITY OF .%+-VALUED WSSP’s 
In this section we will consider the problems of minimality for X’“-valued 
WSSP’s over a discrete LCAG. In the univariate case the fact that the spectral 
density is a nonzero scalar a.e. [ml, and, hence, has a well-defined inverse 
simplifies the work considerably [lS]. Since in the multivariate case the spectral 
density is matrix-valued and, hence, does not have an inverse in general, the 
results on minimality become harder to handle. 
By employing the notion of the generalized inverse of a matrix, we can extend 
several results on the univariate case [ 181 to the multivariate case. The notion of a 
generalized inverse in connection with the minimality and interpolation of a 
WSSP indexed by integers was first introduced and exploited by Salehi [15]. We 
shall use his ideas. However, in some cases, it will be necessary to use actual 
inverses. In these cases, we will make the assumption that certain matrices have 
full rank. 
Hereafter in this section I = (O}c and 9a is the family of complements of 
singletons of G. 
We will now state the definition of minimality for a q-variate WSSP over a 
discrete LCAG. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let G be a discrete LCAG. Then the %*-valued WSSP 
WIEG is minimal if, and only if, x, $ ‘%U1,, . 
The proof of the minimality theorem for q-variate WSSP’s over a discrete 
LCAG will depend on the following two lemmas. The proofs of these lemmas are 
simple consequences of Lemma 2.11 and hence will be omitted. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let(~,&~ be an A&valued WSSP over a discrete LCAG G. Let 
Pg denote xg - (x, 1 ‘$X1+,,,). Then (%&o is an Sq-valued WSSP over G. In 
addition, (x&o and (2&o have the same shift. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (x&o be an *Q-valued WSSP over G, a discrete LCAG. 
Then (x,),,G is minimal if, and only if, for all g E G, xg $ ‘3X1+,,, . 
The next lemma plays an important role in the theory of minimality of 
Xn-valued WSSP’S. 
LEMMA 3.4 (Main Lemma I). Let (x,),,o be an #q-valued WSSP over G, 
a discrete LCAG, with the shif group of unitary operators (U,),,, and E be the 
spectral measure of (U&o . Let 2, = x, - (x, 1 mZ,+,,,). Let F be the spectral 
distribution of (x,&~ , F’ its spectral density, and F’s the generalized inverse of F’ 
[8]. Then 
2, = 
s (g, A) @o(h) WY xo , G* 
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where a,, is defked by 
a0 = ;% 7 j;o) F-7 
I 
on S 
7 on SC, 
and S (see footnote 2) is a measurable set such that dF”(S) = 0 and dFa(SC) = 0 
{Theorem 2.7). 
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.2, it suffices to prove that j;, is given by 
2, = s *a(4 WV xo - G’ 
Since j;o E ‘iI&. , by Theorem 2.6, 
2, = 
I *o(X) WV xo G* 




(g, /\) E(dh) x0 for all g E G. 
c* 
(1) (x, , go> = s G* k, 4 dF(4 *a*(4 
= J‘,, (g, 4 F’@) @o*(X) 44 + 1,. (a A) dF”(4 *,*(3. 
Since (x, , go) = S,,,($ , j;o) and by [ 13, p. 101 SC* (g, h) m(dh) = S,., , then 
(11) 
G* 
By (I) and (II) and Bochner’s Theorem 2.4, we have 
(111) j, Go , $1 - F’(4 *o*(4l WY = j, dF”@) @,*(4, BE?%?‘*. 
From (III) using a measure theoretical argument, it follows that 
(IV @a, %I = @OF’, on S, 
cp, = 0, on SC. 
Footnote 2: Henceforth S will denote a measurable set with these properties. Thus S 
is the carrier of F”. 
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Letting Y = 4sPBF, , where PgF, denotes the projection operator onto gp,, , 
the range of F’, we can easily show that Y = a,, in L,(G*, .9@*, F). Therefore, 
(IV) can be written as 
(V YF’ = (f& , f,), on S, 
Y -: 0, on SC. 
Hence, by (V), it is clear that 
y = (% , %) F’#L, 
I 
on S, 
0, on SC. 
Q.E.D. 
For the proof of Kolmogorov’s minimality theorem, we need the following 
lemma, whose proof is found in [8]. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 9? be a a-algebra of subsets of a space l2 and p be a nonnegative 
a-finite measure on .S?. Let @ be a nonnegative, hermitian, q x q matrix-valued 
function on Q swh that Cp E L,(sZ, 9Y’, CL). Then 
rank(/o#dp) >,rank* a.e.p. 
The following theorem on the minimality of a WSSP over a discrete LCAG 
is an analogue of a theorem by Masani [6] for processes indexed by integers. 
THEOREM 3.6 (Kolmogorov minimality theorem). Let (x&o be a q-variate 
WSSP over G, a discrete LCAG, F its spectral distribution, and F’ its spectral 
density. Then (x&SC is minimal and pI,O = q if, and only if, F’-l exists a.e. m and 
F’-l E L,(G*, &?*, m). 
Proof. Sufficiency. Set 
Then 
(I) s,, 





G* G* G* 
Hence, 9 E Ls(G*, g*, F). Now, by Theorem 2.6, there exists y E 9X, such that 
(11) ’ = s,, @(A) E(dh) x0 . 
It is easy to show that (x, , y) = S,,,I. Hence, y = Af&, . Note that by (I), 
y # 0 and thus %,, # O.:Therefore, x,, 4 9X,,, , which implies (x,&o is minimal. 
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By (II) and the fact that y  = A?, , we get 
(III) (y, y) = I,, F’-‘(h) m(dX) = A($ , f,) A*. 
By assumption, rank(F’-1) = p a.e. m and hence, by Lemma 3.5, rank(y, y) = 4. 
Thus, by (III), rank(ji, , jiO) = q. Hence, pl,s = Q. 
Necessity. Since pr,s = q, then rank($) 2s) = p. But, in the proof of 
Main Lemma I, 3.4, we had 
@,,F’ = (f, , $) a.e. m. 
Hence, rank(F’) = q a.e. m, which implies F’-1 exists a.e. m. Since (j;o , f,) = 
sG* a0 dF ** = se* (&, , j;o) F’-I($ ,5&J dm, and rank&, , $) = p, we get 
(&, , $)-l = 1,. F’-l dm. 
Hence F’-l E L,(G*, 9*, m). Q.E.D. 
The following is a partial analog of the corresponding result for the univariate 
case [18]. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let (x&o be a nontrivial X=-valued WSSP over a discrete 
LCAG G. 
(4 If WqsO is &regular, then (x,),,o is minimal and F, the spectral 
distribution of (xp)paC is absolutely continuous with respect to m; 
(b) If F is absolutely continuous and pl,O = q, then (x&o is J$-regular. 
Proof. (a) Since lDZYO,$ = {0}, ‘%X$0,, = %B, . Clearly by 2.13, %$0,, = 
G(%. , g E G). Let 
Y= 
I 
0, on S 
I, on SC. 
Obviously, Y E La(G*, 8*, F). By Theorem 2.6, there exists a y  E %B$ such that 
y = Jo* YJX(dh) x,, . U sing Main Lemma I, 3.4, it is not hard to show that 
(y, jz,) = 0 for allg E G, and hence y  = 0. Thus, since (y, y) = F”(G*), F8 = 0. 
Trivially, since 9.JJ129,,2 = {0}, x, $9J&+,,, for allg, and hence (x&~ is minimal. 
(b) Let z E %B, . I f  we can show that z 1 f, for all g E G implies that 
z = 0, then we will have shown that {j;, , g E G} is dense in !9&, and hence 
that (Z@, , g E G) = ‘9X, . But G(%, , g E G) = !lJ& if f  roZ,O,, = (0); i.e., (x,)~,~ 
is &regular. 
683143-6 
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From Main Lemma I, 3.4, we get that 
ii, = 
I (g, 4 @o(h) WA) xo 
for all g E G, 
G’ 
where @a is as in 3.4. Since z E %I& , 
Z= 
i’ ‘y(4 WA) xo > G* 
where Y E La(G*, g*, F). Assuming that z 1 f, , we obtain 
0 = (2, $) = (2, ) ii()) J ‘y(-g, A) m(d4 
for all g E G. 
G* 
Since pl,o = q, it then follows that 
0 = j,, Y4(-g, A) mw for all g E: G. 
By Bochner’s Theorem 2.4, we conclude that Y = 0 a.e. m. Since F is absolutely 
continuous it follows that 
(z,z)= j YdFY*= j YF’Y*dm=O 
G* G* 
Hence z = 0. Q.E.D. 
From the above theorem and Theorem 3.6, we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let (x,),,~ be a nontrivial &‘q-valued WSSP over a discrete 
LCAG. If F is absolutely continuous, F’-l exists a.e. m, and F’-l E L,(G*, a*, m), 
thn (Xl&G is 3a-regular. 
Remark 3.9. We can easily give a characterization of yo-singularity in terms 
offl,o . In fact, (xS)gE~ is X0-singular if and only if P,,~ = 0. However, in terms of 
the spectral domain, we are, at this time, only partially able to extend the 
characterization of 9a-singularity for the univariate case to the multivariate 
case; in fact if (x&o is ~o-singular, then either F’-1 doesn’t exist a.e. m or else 
F’-l $ L,(G*, a*, m). 
As in the univariate case [18], there exist conditions under which a q-variate 
WSSP over a discrete LCAG is neither 4-singular nor ~o-regular. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let (x&o be a q-variate WSSP over a discrete LCAG G. 
(a) If pr,o # 0, and F8 f 0, then {Ol$ mxo,, $i mn, . 
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(b) (9 If mu,,., f mm, then & , j;o> f 0 
(ii> !.f W Z WT~,, and pI,o = q, then F” # 0. 
Proof. (a) The proof of (a) follows from Corollary 3.8 and Remark 3.9. 
(b) (i) This also follows from Remark 3.9. 
(ii> If gb+ f K9, then hJgE~ is not YO-regular. Hence by Theorem 
3.7(b), F” # 0. 
In the following we prove a theorem on the concordance of the Wold decompo- 
sition with respect to 4”a and the Cramer decomposition for a q-variate WSSP 
over a discrete LCAG under the assumption that the process has full rank. The 
problem remains open when this condition is not satisfied. As one can see from 
[7], for q-variate processes indexed by the integers Robertson has given a 
necessary and sufficient condition involving the rank of the spectral density 
for concordance of the Wold decomposition with respect to the past of the process 
and the Cramer decomposition. For q-variate WSSP’s over a discrete LCAG, 
it would be interesting to give a necessary and sufficient condition involving the 
rank of the spectral density for concordance between the Wold decomposition 
with respect to $0 and the Cramer decomposition. 
THEOREM 3.11 (Wold-Cramer concordance for 3a). Let 
(i) (x,),,~ be an #g-valued WSSP over G, a discrete LCAG; 
(3 (wJso~ and (YANG be the components of (x&o as occurred in the Wold 
decomposition theorem with respect to YO; 
(iii) F, F, , and F, be the spectral distributions of (x&~ , (y&G and 
(WA7EG Y respectively, and F’, F1’, and F,’ their corresponding spectral densities; 
(iv) F”, Fs be the absolutely continuous and singular components of F with 
respect to the Haar measure, as in the Cram& decomposition theorem, 2.7; 
(v) F’-l exist a.e. m and F’-l E L,(G*, a*, m). 
Then 
F, = F”; F, = F”. 
Proof. By assumption (v) and Main Lemma I, 3.4, we get 
(1) 2, = I a,@> WV xo 3 
where 
G* 
cp = (xo 9 %o)F’-l, 
I 
on S, 
0 0, on Se. 
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By Theorem 3.7(a), F, is absolutely continuous with respect to m. Ivow, by (ii) 
and Bochner’s Theorem, 2.4, we obtain the following relations: 
(11) F’ = F,’ + F, a.e. m, 
dF” = dF,“. 
Since 92, = !IJZz n %RsO,, and $ is orthogonal to tnz,,z it follows that r;O E +$,I$ .
As in the univariate case [ 161 we can show that 
G* 
By (I), it follows that 
(IV) PO 2 So) = jG* a,, dF %* = jGe ($ , ii,) F’-l(ji, , go) dm. 
By (III), we get 
(V) (jiO , $) = Jo* 4s dF,, aa* = I,. ($ , $) F’-lFv’F’-l(Si,, , Z&J dm. 
Combining (IV) and (V), we have 
(VI) s,* (t&, , $) F’-l(jB , $) dm = /,, (jio , $) F’-lFy’F’-‘($ , $1 dna. 
But, by assumption (v) and Theorem 3.6, rank@, , $) = Q, and, hence, (VI) is 
equivalent to 
(VII) f 
(F’-1 - F’-lF,‘F’-1) dm = 0. 
G* 
By (II), F’ > F,’ a.e. m and, hence, F’-1 > F’-lF,‘F’-l a.e. m. This fact and 
(VII) imply, by Lemma 3.5, that F’-1 = F’-lF,‘F’-l a.e. tll and, hence, 
F’ = F,’ a.e. m. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.12. If pl,O = 0, then (x&G is ~o-singular and hence, X~ = w, 
for all g E G. Thus F = F, . In this case, F, could be absolutely continuous with 
respect to m. 
We will now specialize our results to the discrete group 2, the integers. Let 
(xJ’, be a q-variate WSSP over 2. Let 1, = (k)C; Jk = {n : n < k). Then 
clearly %-, ,z = n;Lm “J,., _c fLm q,, = fl&, * 
In the following theorem we will give a condition under which %I-,,, =%RN,,~. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let (x,J~* be an &?q-valued WSSP over Z. Let F’-l exist a.e. 
m and F’-l E LI(G*, ii?“, m). Then !k,,, = myo,, . 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.11, F, = Fa; F, = F”. Since !lX,~-,,z C m+ , it 
follows that pJO,r > pl,,, . But, by Theorem 3.6, pl,,, = q and, hence, pJo& = q. 
Then by [20] F, = Fs; F, = F”. {F, , F, are the spectral distributions of the 
components (vn)Zm , (un)Z, in the usual Wold decomposition of (x,):~ with 
respect to the past.} Hence, we get 
(1) F, = F,; F, =F,. 
We observe that since ~~0,, 2 9X-,,, we have 
Using (I) and (II) we can show that w, = v, for each n. This implies that 
m-a,, = ~+?? - 
Remark 3.14. In [18] for the univariate case analytic conditions are given in 
terms of the spectral density under which !IR-,,, $ %X:Yz = ‘& . For the 
q-variate case, in general, such a reasonable analytic condition is not available. 
However, in terms of the rank of the process we make the observation that if 
pro,, = 0 and pro.1 > 0, then 9X,,, 2 !IXxO,, = !VIMz, . On the other hand, if 
pJo,l = 0, then 9.X-,,, = m~,,~ = %Rz. 
4. INTERPOLATION OF WSSP’s W.R.T. 3n 
In this section we will extend the work in [12] and [15] on the interpolation of 
WSSP’s indexed by integers to q-variate WSSP’s over discrete LCAG’s. We 
will then establish a Wold-Cramer concordance theorem. 
Henceforth J = (g, ,..., gn} will denote a fixed set of n+ 1 elements of G and 
9n will denote the family {/” + g, g E G). Let “g, = x, - (x,~ 1 %XJ,,,), 
i = o,..., n and %,%, = 6{f,+: i = O,..., n}. Then clearly !XJ,,‘is finite-dimen- 
sional and XJ,, = ra\:,,, n %R, . 
Let pJ = {P(h) : P(X) = C,“=, (gk , h) Ak , AL’s are q x q matrices, such that 
JGt -r(PF’#P*) dm < m}. It readily follows that pJ is an inner product space 
under ((PI , P2)) = J7(P,F’#P,*) dm, 11 P 11 = ((P, P))‘/“. 
The following result is the analogue of Lemma 10.1 of [ 121. 
LEMMA 4.1 (Main Lemma II). There exists a linear operator T on $2,,, onto 
p, which is an isometric isomorphism. 
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Proof. Let z E %,,z . From the isomorphism Theorem 2.6(b), there exists 
Q = az such that z = sG* cP(X) E(dA) x0 , and thus 
(2, x,) = j,, *(@a + dFd(g, 4 = j,, C-g, 4 *F' dm + j,, (-g, 4 @ dF", 
each g E G. Let P,(X) = Cz=, (g, , h)( .z, xlk). Then the orthogonality of ?XJ,, 
to !I&,,, means 
(z, x,> = j C-g, A) PA4 dm, each gE G. 
Hence, 
s GI t-g, A) PA4 dm = j G* C-g, 4 *F’ dm + j 
G* (-g, A) 4 dF”, each g E G. 
Thus by Bochner’s Theorem 24(b) P, = +F’ a.e. m and ss 9 dF* = 0, where 
S is as in footnote 2. Define T, = @,F’ = P, a.e. m. Then T, E pJ and 
(T, , T,‘) = 1 *,F’(F’*) F’@,* dm = .f Iti,F’@,, dm 
G* G* 
=s 
4, dF 9,, = (z, 2’). 
G* 
Thus we have shown that T is isometric into. 
To show that T is onto, let P E pJ . Set 
Then so* @ dF Q1* = jc* PF#F* dm < co and the vector z = lG* 4(x) E(dh) xa 
is orthogonal to !I&, since by Theorem 2(b) [14] 
(z, x0) = 1 
G* 
4 dF(g,) = I,, (-g, h) PF’#F’ dm 
= jG*(-g,4Pdm = 0 if g61. 
It follows that T, = P. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let J be as above and (x,),,~ be a q-variate WSSP over G, 
a disctrete LCAG. We say that (x,),,~ is interpolable with respect to 1 if 
wr.z c mJ0.z * 
Remark 4.3. Let Q(h) be the orthogonal projection onto the range F’(A). 
Then from Theorem 2(b) [14] f 11 o ows that for any PE pJ we have PQ = P 
a.e.m. This result will be used in the proof of part (b) of Theorem 4.7. 
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The following is the analog of Kolmogorov’s minimality Theorem 3.6 for the 
case when J has n + 1 elements. The proof follows directly from Main Lemma II, 
4.1, and thus will be omitted. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let J be a finite subset of G, a discrete LCAG. Let (x&o be 
an #q-valued WSSP over G. Then (x,),,~ is not interpolable with respect to J if, 
and only if, pJ # (0). 
The following corollary is immediate. 
COROLLARY 4.5. With the same setting as in the above theorem, (x&o is 
interpolable with respect to J if and only if pJ = (0). 
To pursue our work further, in certain cases we may need to assume that G is 
linearly ordered (see footnote 3). For material on linearly ordered group we 
refer the reader to [4, Section 61 or [13, Chap. 81 (Cf. Thm. 8.1.2 of [13]). 
We will need the next lemma in the proof of Theorem 4.7. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let G be a linearly ordered, discrete LCAG and K be any finite 
subset of G. Let P be a nonzero trigonometric polynomial of the form P(h) = 
Cm k, 4 A, 9 where each A, is a q x q matrix. Then rank P = constant a.e. m. 
Proof of Lemma 4.6. The proof is a simple extension of a special case of [18]. 
Let A,.(X) denote a minor of order Y of the matrix P(h). Obviously A,(X) is a 
trigonometric polynomial of the form A,(h) = C& ak,r(gk,T, h). If for every Y, 
1 < Y < q, all the corresponding coefficients u~,~‘s are zero then for each X, 
rank P(h) = 0. Otherwise there exists some Y, 1 < r < q for which not all u~,~‘s 
vanish simultaneously. Let r. be the largest such an index. Since in the expression 
for ATO or$y the nonzero u~,~, ‘s count we can therefore write ATO in the form 
A r,(n) = CkXO ak(g, , h), where 0 < N < ro!, nF=,, uk # 0 andg,‘s are distinct. 
Since the group is linearly ordered and only finitely many g,‘s are involved 
without any loss of generality we may assume that g, < g, for each k = l,..., N. 
Consider h(h) = (-go , h) ATO( Clearly h(h) is an analytic trigonometric 
polynomial in Hi(G) (see p. 197 of [13]). Since a, # 0 from Theorem 8.4.1, 
p. 206 of [13] it follows that log 1 h(X)] ELM. But 1 h(X)1 = 1 A,o(h)l. Hence 
ATO # 0 a.e. m. This proves that rank P(h) = r. a.e. m. Q.E.D. 
The following theorem is an analog of a theorem for the univariate case [18]. 
At this stage we have only been able to prove it under a full rank condition. 
Footnote 3: This means that G contains a closed subsemi-group G1 such that (i) 
G, CT (-G,) = {0}, (ii) G, u (-G,) = G. 
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THEOREM 4.7. Let (x,),,o be an Xc-valued WSSP over G, a discrete LCAG. 
(4 If WBEG is nontrivial and is &-regular, then (x&o is not interpolable 
with respect to J and F is absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure m. 
(b) Let G be linearly ordered. If F is absolutely continuous and there exists a 
polynomial P in p, such that rank P = q on a set of positive Haar measure, then 
(J&G is yn-regular. 
Proof. (a) The proof that (x&~ is not interpolable with respect to f follows 
immediately. Since 9Xxn,, = (0) we can show that 
(1) 92, = S(js,,+, , 0 < i < n, g E G). 
In the proof of Main Lemma II, 4.1, we saw that 
f,, = s *iGV W’) xo where 9 = P$F’#, s G* 0, se, 
and P,(A) = Ebo (gl~ , 4(%i , xgk,), 0 < i < n. By stationarity it follows 
that 
(11) %+LJ = s (g, 4 *i(4 W4 xo > 
O<i<n, gEG. 
G* 
Now, as in the proof of part (a) of Theorem 3.7, define Y on G* as follows: 
Y= 1 
0 on S, 
I on SC. 
Then Y E Ls(G*, 9?*, F). Let z = fc* YE(dh) x, . Using Main Lemma II, 4.1, 
it is not hard to show that 
(IV) (%?,+, 7 2) = 0, gEG; O<i<n. 
From (I) and (IV), we see that z = 0. Therefore 0 = (z, z) = lc* Y dF Y* = 
F”(G*). Hence, F is absolutely continuous. 
(b) Let z E !I& . If we can show that z 1 f,i+r for all i E (0, I,..., n} and all 
g E G implies that z = 0, then we will have shown that G&+, , 0 < i < n, 
g E G) = %I, . But %Xsn,, = G(%,i+, , 0 < i < n, g E G) and hence m#n,, = (0) 
which shows that (x&~ is Xn,-regular. 
By Lemma 4.6 and the fact that rank P = q on a set of positive Haar measure, 
we get rankP = q a.e. m. Since by Remark 4.3 PQ =P a.e. m, it follows that 
rank F’ = q a.e. m and, hence, rank PI?rP* = q a.e. m. Then, by Lemma 3.5, 
(1) 1 PF’-lP* dm # 0. G’ 
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Let z = sc* ‘Y(X) E(dh) x, E %I& such that (z, j;,,,,) = 0, 0 < i < n, g E G. 
It then follows that (z, U,y) = 0 for all g E G. But 
(III) 0 = (z, U,y) = ]c* Y dF(-g, h) 9* 
By (II) and (III), we get 
for all g E G. 
(IV 0 = j,* ‘YGq p*(N-g, 4 mw for all g E G. 
Hence, YP* = 0 a.e. m. Since P has full rank a.e. m, we conclude that \Y = 0 
a.e. m. Now, since F is absolutely continuous, it follows that 
w (z, z) = j,, Y dF Y* = I,, YF’Y* dm = 0. 
Hence, z = 0. Q.E.D. 
The following shows a relation between the concept of 9a-singularity and the 
notion of interpolability. 
Remark 4.8. Let (x&c be a q-variate WSSP over G, a discrete LCAG. 
Then (x&o is &singular if and only if p, = (O}. 
Now, we will give a characterization for an *g-valued WSSP over a discrete 
LCAG which is neither Jn,-singular nor Yn/6,-regular in terms of its spectral 
distribution. 
THEOREM 4.9. (i) Let (x&~ be a q-variate WSSP overg, a discrete LCAG and 
F be its spectral distribution. 
(4 If pJ f 08 and F” f 0, th (01 $Z %,,., $i W, . 
@I (9 mb,.s # ma! , th PJ # IO>. 
(ii) Let G be linearly ordered. If (0) # %Xxn,2 and there exists a polynomial 
P in pJ such that rank P = q on a set of positive Haar measure, then Fs # 0. 
Footnote 4: (U&G is the shift group of (X&G. 
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Proof. (a) Th p e roof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.10(a). 
(b) (i) If ‘331Y,,z # 9X,, then (x,),,~ is not &-singular and, hence, by 
Remark 4.8, pJ # (0). 
(ii) If !IRm4,,J: # {0), then (x,&o is not 4L-regular. 
Hence, by 4.7(b), either F is not absolutely continuous or else for all P E pJ 
rank P < q a.e. m. But the latter is not true by assumption. Hence, Fs f 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Our next goal will be to establish the Wold-Cram& concordance relation 
with respect to Yn for a q-variate WSSP over a discrete LCAG. 
THEOREM 4.10 (Wold-Cramer concordance for 9,). Let 
(i) (x,),,~ be a q-variate WSSP over G, a discrete LCAG, which is linearly 
ordered; 
(3 bdgE~ and (Y&G be the components of (x&o as occurred in the Wold 
decomposition theorem with respect to X*; 
(iii) F, F, , and F, be the spectral distributions of (x&o , (y&o and 
6%),EG ) respectively; 
(iv) Fa, FS be the absolutely continuous and singular components of F with 
respect to the Haar measure, as in the Cramer decomposition Theorem 2.7; 
(v) P be a polynomial in pJ such that rank P = q on a set of positive Haar 
measure. 
Then 
F, = F”; F, = F”. 
Proof. By assumption (v) and the fact that G is linearly ordered, as in the 
proof of Theorem 4.7, rank 8” = q a.e. m, and sGe PF’-lP* dm # 0. Let z 
be the element in 5RJ,, corresponding to P, i.e., 
(1) 
where 
!Z= s @,(h) E W xo , G* 
9 = 
I 
PF’-l, on S, 
0, on SC. 
Since ggi E m$,,s for 0 < i < It, it follows that z E 9X$-,, . But in the proof 
of the Wold decomposition theorem, we observed that !I&, = 9JI$n,z and, 
hence, z E 1Dz, .
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By Theorem 4.7(a), F, is absolutely continuous. Thus, using the same type 
of proof as used in Theorem 3.11, II, we obtain 
(11) F’ = F,’ + F,’ a.e. m, 
dF” = dF,“, 
where F,’ and F,’ are the spectral densities of F, and F, , respectively. Since 
ZEil.4 y , again imitating the proof of Theorem 3.11, III, we get 
(III) Z= s WI WV yo . G* 
By (I), it follows that 
(IV) (z, z) = lG, @(A) F(dh) 9*(h) = I,, P(h) F’-‘(A) P*(h) m(d). 
By (III), we get 
(V) (z, z) = JG* @(A) F,(A) **(A) = JG. P(X)F’-l(X)F,‘(A)F’-l(A)P*(h)m(dA). 
Combining (IV) and (V) and rearranging terms, we have 
(W I (PF-lP* - PF’-lF,‘F’-lP*) dm = 0. G* 
By (II), F’ > F,’ a.e. m and, hence, PF’-lP* - PF’-lF,‘F’-lP* > 0 a.e. m. 
This fact and (VI) imply, by Lemma 3.5, that PF’-lP* = PF’-lF,‘F’-rP* a.e. 
m. Since rank P = q a.e. m and rank F’ = q a.e. m, we get F,’ = F’ a.e. m. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.11. If pJ = (01, then, by Remark 4.8; (x&& is A-singular, and, 
hence, F = F, . In this case, F, could be absolutely continuous with respect 
to m. 
We will now specialize our results on interpolation of q-variate WSSP’s to 
processes indexed by the integers. Under suitable analytic conditions, we will 
make appropriate comparisons between the subspaces ‘9X-,,, and 9.Byn,z in the 
time domain. 
Let Z be the integers. Let (x,Jra be an &+-valued WSSP over 2. Let 
J = {k, , k, ,..., k,; k, < k, < **. < k,} be a fixed set of n + 1 integers and 
Ik = {j E 2 :j < k}. Obviously, !K,,, = fiTm 2X1 z C firm ‘zI’&+~,~ = !lXx z . 
In the following theorems, we will examine condiiions under which %B...,,,“‘= 
11329ns or ~-,,, 6 mxn,% . 
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THEOREM 4.12. Let (x,J?, be a q-variate WSSP over 2. Suppose there exists 
a polynomial P in pJ such that rank P = q on a set of positive Haar measure. 
Then YJI-,,, = llJ1$n,z. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.10, we see that F, = F; F, = F”. Let F, and F, be, 
respectively, the spectral distributions of the purely nondeterministic and 
deterministic components (u,&, and (v,)“~ in the usual Wold-decomposition of 
(xn)ym w.r.t. the past. It is easy to see that F, < F, and hence rank F,’ < rank F,’ 
a.e. m. Since rank P = rank F’ = q a.e. m and F,’ = F’ it follows that F,’ has 
full rank a.e. m. Therefore by [7, Lemma 5.11 we have pro.1 = q. So by [20, 
Theorem 7.1 l] F, = F”; F, = FS. Therefore 
(1) F, = F, and F, = F, . 
Now, using a similar proof to that of Theorem 3.11, we get 9X-,,, = (;mfn,, . 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.13. Let (xn)m, be as above. Let log det F’ E b(G*, g*, m) and 
p, = (0). Then 9.X,,, $ %Rx,,x = !lJls . 
Proof. If p, = {O), then, by Remark 4.8, (x,JZm is .&singular and, hence. 
raz,@ = ‘$& . It is well known [20, p. 1451 that if log det I?’ E Lr(G*, a’*, m), 
then (x,Jm, is nondeterministic and, thus, m-,,, g !& . Q.E.D. 
5. INTERPOLATION OF WSSP’s W.R.T. 2?a 
We will devote this section to interpolation theory with respect to & , the 
family of complements of finite sets of G. 
We first give the following definition of interpolability. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let (x&~ be a q-variate WSSP over G, a discrete LCAG. 
We say that (x&o is interpolable if (x&o is interpolable with respect to every 
finite set of elements of G. 
The following remark follows immediately from Corollary 4.5. 
Remark 5.2. Let (x&o be as in 5.1. Then (x&o is interpolable if and only 
if p, = (0) for any finite subset / of G. 
The following establishes a relationship between the concept of noninter- 
polability and that of Y-regularity. 
THEOREM- 5.3. Let (x& be a q-variate WSSP over G, a discrete LCAG, and 
F be the spectral distribution of(~~)~~o . 
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(4 If e&o is non-trivial and is &-regular, then there exists a$nite subset J 
in G such that pJ # (0) and F is absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar 
measure m; 
(b) Let G be linearly ordered. If F is absolutely continuous and for some finite 
set J in G there exists a polynomial P E pJ such that the rank P = q on a set of 
positive Haar measure, then (x&o is 9m-regular. 
Proof. (a) The proof that there exists a finite set J in G such that pJ # {0} 
is trivial. Using similar techniques as in the proof of Theorem 4.7(a), we can 
easily show that F is absolutely continuous. 
(b) Trivially, 
(1) 1IJz&>Z c m/“,cc - 
Therefore, our assumptions satisfy those of Theorem 4.7(b) and, thus, (x&o is 
Yn,-regular. Hence, in view of (I), (x&o is Ym-regular. Q.E.D. 
In the following remark, we will state a characterization of &-singularity for 
an X*-valued WSSP over a discrete LCAG. 
Remark 5.4. Let (x&o be as in 5.1. Then (x&o is &,-singular if and only if 
pJ = (0) for any finite subset J of G. 
Next, we will give a characterization for a q-variate WSSP over a discrete 
LCAG which is neither &,-singular nor .&-regular. Its proof is similar to that 
of Theorem 4.9 and thus is not given. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let(x&o be a q-variate WSSP over G, a discrete LCAG and F 
be its spectral distribution. 
ca) If PJ f (0) f or some finite subset J of G and F8 # 0, then (0) C$ 
~“Qz g nz * 
(b) 6) If mya,* f mJz, , then pJ # (0) for some$nite subset J of G. 
(ii) Let G be linearly ordered. If 0 # !VIN,,~ and there exists a polynomial 
P in pJ for someJinite subset J of G such that rank P = q on a set of positive Haar 
measure, then F” # 0. 
We will now state the Wold-Cramer concordance theorem for the multivariate 
case with respect to the family & . Its proof follows from the proof of 
Theorem 4.10 and, hence, is omitted. 
THEOREM 5.6 (Wold-Cramer concordance for $m). Let 
(i) (~~)~~o be a q-variate WSSP over a discrete LCAG G, which is linearly 
ordered, & = family of complements of jinite sets of G; 
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6) (Wa7EG fd (YB)IEG be the components of (x,),~~ as occurred in the Wold 
decomposition theorem with respect to &; 
(iii) F, F, , and F, the spectral distributions of (~~)~~o , (~~)~~o , and 
(WJ&lEG P respectively; 
(iv) Fa, F” the absolutely continuous and singular components of F with 
respect to m, as in the Cramer decomposition theorem; 
(v) For some$nite subset J, pJ contain a polynomial P such that rank P = q 
on a set of positive Haar measure. Then 
F, = F”; F, = F”. 
Remark 5.7. If pJ = (0) for every finite subset J of G, then, by Remark 5.4, 
(x,),eG is &-singular and, hence, F = F, . In this case, F, may be absolutely 
continuous with respect to m. 
In specializing our results for 3m to the case when G = Z, the integers, 
we will simply state the results comparing m-,,, and !Nxm,2 , since their proofs 
follow closely the corresponding proofs for -/6, . 
THEOREM 5.8. Let (xn)m, be a q-variate WSSP over Z. If there exists a 
polynomial P E pJ for some$nite set J of integers such that rank P = q on a set of 
positive Haar measure, then %N~m,, = %K,S, . 
THEOREM 5.9. Let (xn)m, be as in 5.8. Let log det F’ EL~(G*, a*, m). 
suPpose PJ = {O)f OY every Jinite set J of integers. Then %I-,,, $ YJIxm,, = !& . 
Remark 5.10. Although we have stated our results for stationary processes 
over a discrete LCAG most of the work will carry over to the general case where 
G is any LCAG. Let J be a compact subset of G. Following [15] and [16] we let 
pJ denote the set of all matrix-valued functions on G* which are the Fourier 
transforms of functions in L,(G) whose supports are contained in J. With this 
setting the main results of this paper will extend, in a natural way, to any LCAG. 
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